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Abstract

Background: Intensive Care Units (ICUs) around the world are in high demand due to patients with COVID-19 requiring
hospitalization. As researchers at the [removed for peer review], we were approached to develop a bespoke data visualisation
dashboard to assist two local ICUs during the pandemic.

Objective: To conduct interviews with ICU staff in [removed for peer review] to elicit requirements for a bespoke dashboard to
monitor high volume of patients, particularly during the pandemic.

Methods: We conducted six semi-structured interviews with clinical staff to obtain an overview of their requirements for the
dashboard and to ensure its ultimate suitability for end-users. Interview questions aimed to understand the job roles undertaken in
the ICU, the potential uses of the dashboard, the specific issues associated with managing COVID-19 patients, the key data of
interest and any concerns about the introduction of a dashboard into the ICU.

Results: From our interviews, we found the following five key design requirements.
(1) A flexible dashboard, where the functionality can be updated quickly and effectively to respond to emerging information
about the management of this new disease. 
(2) Customizability is critical, as each staff member should be able to adapt the dashboard to display parameters of specific
interest to them, and also to prevent information overload.   
(3)  Having real-time, reliable and clear trends visible in the patient data. 
(4) Warnings and notifications must occur at appropriate times to prompt a quick and efficient response from staff. 
(5) Finally, an ability to track staff workloads in order to manage staff handovers and shifts more efficiently.

Conclusions: The study findings confirms that digital solutions for ICU use would potentially reduce the cognitive load of ICU
staff and reduce clinical errors at a time of notably high demand of intensive healthcare.
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Structured Abstract 

Background: Intensive Care Units (ICUs) around the world are in high demand due to patients with

COVID-19 requiring  hospitalization.  As  researchers  at  the  [removed for  peer  review],  we were

approached to develop a bespoke data visualisation dashboard to assist two local ICUs during the

pandemic that will centralize disparate data sources in the ICU to help reduce cognitive load on busy

ICU staff in the ever-evolving pandemic. 

Objective: To conduct interviews with ICU staff in [removed for peer review] to elicit requirements

for  a  bespoke dashboard to  monitor  high volume of  patients,  particularly during the COVID-19

pandemic. 

Methods: We conducted six semi-structured interviews with clinical staff to obtain an overview of

their requirements for the dashboard and to ensure its ultimate suitability for end-users. Interview

questions  aimed  to  understand  the  job  roles  undertaken  in  the  ICU,  the  potential  uses  of  the

dashboard, the specific issues associated with managing COVID-19 patients, the key data of interest

and any concerns about the introduction of a dashboard into the ICU.

Results: From our interviews, we found the following design requirements:

(1) A flexible  dashboard,  where  the  functionality  can  be  updated  quickly  and  effectively  to
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respond to emerging information about the management of this new disease.

(2)  A mobile dashboard, which allows staff to move around on wards with a dashboard, thus

potentially replacing paper forms to allow for detailed and consistent data entry. 

(3) A customizable and intuitive dashboard, where individual users would be able to customize

the appearance of the dashboard to suit their role. 

(4) Real-time data and trend analysis via informative data visualizations that help busy ICU staff

to understand a patient’s clinical trajectory. 

(5) The ability to manage tasks and staff, tracking both staff and patient movements, handovers,

and task monitoring to ensure the highest quality care. 

Conclusion: The study findings confirms that digital solutions for ICU use would potentially reduce

the  cognitive load  of  ICU staff  and reduce  clinical  errors  at  a  time of  notably  high demand of

intensive healthcare.

Funding Statement

This work is part-supported by the EPSRC Digital Health and Care Centre for Doctoral Training

(CDT) at the University of Bristol (UKRI Grant No. EP/S023704/1) [MW]. CM is funded by  the

South West Better Care Partnership, supported by Health Data Research UK.

Editorial note: 

1. CTPA Scan – a scan used to look for Pulmonary Embolism, among other similar issues.

2. D-dimer – a protein fragment produced when a blood clot is dissolved in the body, hence is

used to rule out the presence of serious blood clots.

3. FiO2 – Fraction of Inspired Oxygen; the concentration of oxygen in the gas mixture.

4. HLH  –  Hemophagocytic  lymphohistiocytosis;  a  disorder  which  causes  an  excessive

production of activated immune cells.

5. Inotropes – an   agent that alters the heart muscle contraction. 

6. PEEP – Positive End-Expiratory Pressure; a procedure used alongside mechanical ventilation,

which consists of applying positive pressure during expiration to prevent the collapse of the

alveoli.

7. PF Ratio – also denoted P/F ratio; arterial oxygen divided by inspired oxygen, which acts as

an indicator of respiratory failure. 

8. ‘Pinny’ – colloquial British; pinafore/apron, a component of PPE.

9. PPE – Personal Protective Equipment.
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10. Noradrenaline – a hormone that acts to increase contractions of the heart. 

11. SOFA Score – Sequential Organ Failure Assessment; used in ICU to monitor organ failure

rate, which also helps to predict patients’ mortality. 

12. Tidal Volume – lung volume, representing typical air volume during normal inhalation and

exhalation.

13. Vasopressor – a type of drug that induces vasoconstriction,  hence elevating mean arterial

pressure (MAP). 

14. VT – Ventricular Tachycardia; a heart rhythm disorder (arrythmia).
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1 Introduction

The Intensive  Care Unit  (ICU) is  a  busy working environment  where  a  variety of  clinical  staff

perform different duties at scheduled times of the day, while also having to respond to unexpected,

often critical issues with patients. ICUs are typically heavily instrumented, and staff need to be alert

to many sources of data from equipment, such as ventilators as well as the patients’ vital signs, and

lab test results. For a complex ICU patient (e.g., those with multiple conditions), anywhere between

80-200 medical interventions are delivered daily and, in pre-COVID-19 times, a member of ICU

staff would typically be responsible for up to 10 patients each day [1]. Non-optimal decisions and

clinical errors in this cognitively-demanding environment are known to impact patient outcomes [1–

4], and a large body of evidence demonstrates that working in an ICU is highly stressful [5,6]. 

Much of the relevant  data  for clinical  decision making is  already available  to  staff  in  the ICU.

However, this information is typically scattered across a number of applications, devices, and pieces

of paper  within the ward.  Hence,  ICU staff  may inadvertently  fail  to notice signs of a patient’s

deterioration and struggle to effectively communicate patient updates (e.g., test results, medication)

or patient requirements (e.g., changing tubes, sedative drug management), which will contribute to

worse patient outcomes [3,7]. Additional problems such as equipment failures [3] further add to the

complexity of working in the ICU and the importance of clear communication amongst ICU staff

[3,8]. 

The  coronavirus  (SARS-CoV-2;  COVID-19)  pandemic  has  generated  unprecedented  challenges

around  the  globe  [9,10],  with  particularly  detrimental  impacts  on  healthcare  systems  [10,11].

Increased hospitalizations from COVID-19 put additional strain on ICU resources, specifically beds

with mechanical ventilation [11,12].  In the UK, this shortage has been such a concern that additional

Intensive Care capacity was made available by the construction of eleven temporary ‘Nightingale’

hospitals [13]. As the pandemic grew in early 2020, the two local ICUs in [removed for peer review]

reported a critical need for an IT solution to help their staff manage increased patient caseloads. The

outline brief from the units envisaged a dashboard that would pull together disparate data sources in

the ICU to help reduce cognitive load on extremely busy clinical staff. A particular concern was that

staff-patient  ratios,  and  hence  patient  safety,  would  be  eroded  by  a  combination  of  massively

increased patient numbers and COVID-19 cases amongst their trained staff. 

1.1 A Dashboard for COVID-19 ICUs

The development and use of ‘dashboards’ within healthcare services is increasing in popularity [14].
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These are typically interactive, visual tools that help ascertain and monitor trends or the status of key

indicators about patients’ health condition  [15]. We define a dashboard as ‘a visual display of the

most important information needed to achieve one or more objectives […and] are frequently used to

consolidate and arrange these data so the information can be monitored at a glance,’ [16]. The key

here is that a dashboard must bring together a variety of data and information for (ICU) staff to

understand how unwell a patient is and administer appropriate care efficiently and often under time

pressure, especially during a pandemic with increasing numbers of extremely sick patients entering

ICUs. 

It has been consistently found that the use of various graphical displays of information helps detect

adverse events and increases clinical diagnostic accuracy  [17,18]. Other work has also found that

additional  clinical  support  systems  bringing  together  patient  information  with  electronic  health

records (EHR) are associated with reduced hospital and ICU mortality rates, lowered hospital stays,

and reduce costs of hospitalization (US context)  [19]. Despite this, it is reasonable to suppose that

clinical dashboards could have an important role to play in delivering healthcare in the ICU, although

it is to be expected that this picture will be quite complex. For example, the utility of a dashboard

may be limited at moments of crisis since using it requires attention and free hands to use it; new

insights into a patient’s trajectory might indeed be useful–or, alternatively, might introduce additional

stress for staff, whereby a specific dashboard may fit the needs of those senior staff charged with

overseeing the operation of the whole unit, but might be less useful for staff caring for a specific

patient [17,20]. However, in a recent systematic review and meta-analysis [17], it has been found that

dashboards  or  interactive  displays  are  linked  to  more  accurate,  and  indeed  faster,  clinical  care

decisions in critical care/ICUs. ICU  Dashboards have used in Brazil to allocate resources and to

obtain near real-time information on suspected and confirmed COVID-19 cases  [21], however, we

are not aware of any published study that has interviewed clinical staff and broadly captured the

requirements for such a dashboard during the pandemic. This therefore will provide both COVID-19-

specific and extreme environment-specific  working practices and insights  [22].  With new highly

transmittable COVID-19 variants emerging and with no guarantee that vaccines will engender an

immune response against all future variants, it is hoped that the methodology and the findings in this

contribution will be of value to those in a position to develop much-needed new technologies for the

clinical frontline. 

When building tools and devices, it is important to take a human-centred approach to the design of

clinical technologies by including the end-user needs as early as possible [14,23,24]. For reasons of
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efficiency, patient safety, and job satisfaction, clinical professionals should have a direct role in the

design of the tools they will use for their jobs  [23–26]. Further, this helps to ensure that critical

features in design particularly in terms of visual displays are not misunderstood [17]. Therefore, this

approach helps ensure that such tools are developed as a result of clinical ‘pull’, not technological

‘push’ and helps to prevent technology resistance or avoidance [24,27]. Hence, our approach was to

commence interviews with clinical staff within the two local ICUs to elicit their requirements for a

clinical dashboard. Due to the extreme pressure on staff during the pandemic, the contagious nature

of the disease, and the considerable time pressure to implement a solution, these interviews were

conducted remotely with only a minimum sample of available staff with various responsibilities to

capture a wide range of requirements.

Since hospitals were dealing with high demand for ICU beds [28], our research here aimed to obtain

important information to help us understand what design aspects of this tool, could help reduce the

workload of clinical staff  [4]. Such information could be used to design better tools to help with

clinical decision-making processes  [4]. Similarly, this may reveal a better understanding of which

tasks performed by the ICU staff may benefit the most from the introduction of such a dashboard.

Further, we anticipate understanding the various responsibilities of ICU staff could be a useful guide

for future participatory design work focussed on specific healthcare staff functions. Therefore, taking

into account the preferences of end-users’ for the dashboard design, including how data are displayed

(e.g., table/figure/graph), enables us to better understand the role that the implementation of those

preferences in a multifunctional and customisable dashboard, which could help prepare ICUs for any

future waves and mutations of the virus  [29,30]. However, this may require further innovations in

clinical processes.  We are aware of  the complexities of health information systems, therefore, the

development and integration of new systems require careful consideration and human-centred design

[23].  If this is not the case, there is a risk of developing new systems surplus to requirements, or

causing further complications if staff need to switch between multiple systems. New systems could

potentially compromise patient safety, be difficult to use and learn, and encounter resistance from

staff, potentially resulting in poor uptake of the system [23,26].

Hence, the overall aim of this project is to collate a series of insights and requirements from end-

users across two ICUs to design and build a clinical dashboard to support their increased workload

during the COVID-19 pandemic. Requirements elicitation,  as seen in this  work,  by its  nature is

difficult as requirements are volatile and requires translation from natural language via stakeholders
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through to tangible  software  [31,32],  especially  with a  fairly  unknown disease that  continues  to

change, mutate, and impact society. The current pandemic has been an ‘extreme environment’ [22]

for researchers across disciplines. Hence, this work provides interesting insights regarding COVID-

19 specifically, but also this provides an example of work conducted ‘in the wild’ that encompasses

the context, nuances, and uncertainties faced by both the researchers and the ICU staff  [33]. The

difficulties range from the time and additional pressure ICU staff were under at the time of writing,

but also entire workforces required to ‘work from home’, thus diminishing the inability to travel and

collaboratively work together to previous expectations. Altogether, this provides a novel frame for

this research to occur from initial planning, interviews, through to later testing evaluation, and later

iterations being deployed as this work remains on-going. 

2 Interview Approach

At  a  time  of  unprecedented  workloads  in  the  ICU,  clinical  staff  time  was  in  short  supply.  We

interviewed six staff  members  working in  ICU wards across  two hospitals  for  the UK National

Health Service (NHS) (Table 1). We were acutely aware of the additional strain on the NHS and

staff, hence we proceeded with interviews as a direct and simple method to capture requirements and

reduce additional workload on ICU staff [31,32]. Hence, our exploratory interview questions for the

interviews were:

1. What tasks does each participant perform in the ICU, and where would a portable dashboard

be helpful to improve safety or reduce workload on staff?

2. Do COVID-19 patients pose particular clinical challenges that need to be taken into account

in the dashboard design?

3. Which data would staff need to look at the dashboard, and how should it be presented?

4. Would staff have any concerns about the introduction of a portable dashboard into the ICU?

The  two  hospitals  partaking  were  distinct  from  one  another,  where  one  [A]  has  a  more

technologically enhanced ICU, where many systems are already digitized in comparison to hospital

B, which is remains more paper-based with a much larger ICU unit.  The interviews were semi-

structured, lasting approximately 30-45 minutes, and due to the pandemic situation in early 2020

were conducted exclusively online. Topic guides were used to assist the interviewer and encourage

consistency,  with  additional  post-hoc  questions  to  further  explore  any  potential  themes.  The

interviews  were  recorded  and  transcribed  verbatim.  We  used  NVivo  (version  12)  [34] for  the

qualitative coding process, and conducted an inductive thematic analysis [35].
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Table 1. Participant job role across the ICUs

Participant Job Title Hospital

1099 Consultant in Intensive Care Medicine A

1159 Sister [Band 7, manager] B

1252 Anaesthetic Registrar B

1587 Consultant in Intensive Care Medicine B

1704 Consultant in Intensive Care Medicine B

1839 Matron (Senior Nurse/Nurse Manager) in Intensive Care A

To analyze these interviews fully, we took a multi-reasoning approach within our thematic analysis,

which  consisted  of  both deductive  and inductive  approaches  to  ensure  rigorous development  of

coding  trees  [36,37].  Initially,  we  developed  a  preliminary  codebook  deductively  via  the  data

familiarisation phase. We then entered a second phase that took an inductive approach to allow new

themes  to  materialize  as  we  coded  each  interview.  We  iterated  through  this  process  until  the

researchers reached a unanimous decision on the final codes, themes, and how they fit together. This

in-depth and rigorous methodology aimed to ensure we were as thorough as possible for capturing of

requirements, alongside taking advantage of our multidisciplinary team, noting that the qualitative

coders were not medically trained unlike other members of the team. Hence, it was important for us

to  ensure  we  were  accurate  and  appropriate  in  our  codes,  themes,  and  understanding  [38,39].

Therefore, we sought medical insight and advice at every stage of the process within our team. We

produced two distinct codebooks, one relating to specifically the requirements of a dashboard and

another that related specifically to concerns of dashboard use in ICUs. The requirements codebook

consisted of 96 codes that were initially subdivided in these three requirement categories,  in the

following proportions: 24 technical codes, 56 clinical codes, and 16 operational/logistical codes (see

Appendix 1). The concerns relating to dashboard use codebook consisted of 24 codes, specifically, 9

regarding design and 15 concerning operations (see Appendix 2). The final codebooks were then

used as the guide to  code the qualitative interviews, therefore,  in NVivo each code would have

words, phrases, and quotes from participants organised into these codes and themes. This ensured

straightforward and well-organised analysis. Hence, our hybrid approach  [37,40] was the method

employed for this codification, which identified existing patterns and subsequently regrouping codes

into their emerging themes.

2.2 Ethics Statement

This work was approved by the Faculty of Engineering Research Ethics Committee at [removed for
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peer review], case 2020-3236.

3 Interview Findings and Discussion

Based on our interviews, we elicited five key requirements (sections 3.1.1 to 3.1.5) from a range of

ICU staff to capture a wide range of roles and needs when using clinical dashboards. For instance, a

dashboard must be adaptive and flexible to continue to be useful in changing clinical environments.

Further, dashboards need to be customizable  because  different staff may have specific parameters

and information they need to see first (e.g., ‘condition at a glance’). This can be achieved by ensuring

there  is  some  customisability  for  individuals  or  staff  groups  to  select  the  information  that  is

displayed.  A dashboard would need to be mobile, which could reduce reliance on paper-based forms

with patients. This also relates to task and patient management,  where several staff noted that a

dashboard could help with data entry and management alongside assisting with patient handovers, as

all information will be collated into one system that is easily accessible.  In contrast, some concerns

were raised, for instance around infection control when carrying devices in and out of ICUs and high

risk of infection areas.

3.1 Requirements for an ICU Dashboard 

3.1.1  Flexibility with changing protocols for an evolving disease

Unsurprisingly,  the  new  challenges  posed  by  the  COVID-19  pandemic  featured  heavily  in  the

participants’ responses to our interviews (see Appendices). As mentioned before, as these interviews

were conducted in early 2020, relatively little was known about the nature of this disease and how to

contain or treat it. This had direct implications for hospitals, highlighted by Interviewee 1587 [ICU

Consultant] who described ICU staff difficulties handling COVID-19 patients while ‘keeping on top

of constantly changing best practices,’. At the time, no consensus had been reached regarding the

clinical management protocols for COVID-19 patients, with staff under pressure to run additional

tests  whilst  keeping  track  of  the  results.  According  to  Interviewee  1704 [ICU Consultant],  this

absence of clear protocols created a very difficult working environment for staff: 

‘…for a couple of days when I was on the COVID-19 side, full witness to it, it was a bit of a

shambles and very stressful for the staff. There was no harm done to any of the patients, but it

was asking staff to work outside their comfort zone and people found that professionally very

difficult…’ (Interviewee 1704 [ICU Consultant]).

As ICUs are data-intensive environments by their nature, while in the process of adapting to a new
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disease and ever-changing protocols, a dashboard could help avoid staff forgetting to check certain

parameters  or  simply  avoid  them becoming  overwhelmed  with  new tasks  and  information.  For

instance, Int 1099 [ICU Consultant] stated: ‘[a dashboard has the ability to] draw[s] my attention to

things  that  I  would  probably  forget  about  if  I’m  honest.  I  can  only  process  X  amount  of

information…’. 

One of the great challenges for medics and hospitals during the pandemic, has been keeping on top

of the new, fast-moving information and updates regarding COVID-19 management and treatment:

‘We are still learning a lot about [COVID-19 patients]. When [information] was coming from

Italy, there was a lot of talk about how the patients were and how we were supposed to treat

them, pretty much everything we were told has been wrong. It seems to be a very unusual

disease and it’s not like anything we have seen.  Whilst we were told it  was a really bad

pneumonia, which we had to treat with aggressive ventilation; it turns out it seems to be a

disease of blood clotting, that affects the lungs. It makes our treatment that we are doing the

wrong thing and potentially even harmful, so we’ve changed a lot about what we are doing…’

(Interviewee 1704) [ICU Consultant]

‘It’s  a  new  disease  process.  We  are  learning  all  the  time;  best  practice  of  evidence  is

constantly changing so keeping on top of that is difficult. […] Accessing best practice can be

difficult, we have a new intranet […where] we have our single page checklist with guidance

for these patients that is shared with [redacted]. I was thinking about what sort of things

would be helpful and actually because it is a new disease process there is quite a lot a of new

things we don’t normally do, so a lot of regular blood tests that happen for example at days 1,

days 3, 5, 7, keeping on top of when those are. They are all on our daily checklist, on our

management guide. They are tests we wouldn’t normally do, but they are looking for specific

things. Other new disease processes on top of the COVID, like HLH that can happen, so sort

of screening for those.’ (Interviewee 1587) [ICU Consultant]

Interviewee 1704 [ICU Consultant] further noted the continuous operational changes occurring in the

COVID-19 ‘pods’, defined by Interviewee 1587 [ICU Consultant] as the ‘designated COVID-19

areas’ where  additional  PPE  is  required  for  entry,  which  created  additional  psychological  and

physical strain: 

‘The  COVID  pod  has  changed  quite  a  bit  because  advice  on  personal  protection  has

changed. Initially, all the patients were in closed rooms with the doors shut and you had to
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put all the equipment on to go in and see them, […].  Now, everybody is wearing it all the

time in the hall throughout the unit and the doors are open. So, when the doors were shut you

didn’t do the ward round at the bedside, you were stood outside looking at all the data and

the nurse inside was writing stuff on a white board to show somebody on the outside to write

on the piece of paper. That wasn’t a sustainable solution because it was quite staff intensive.’

‘[when healthcare staff move into the] high-risk areas […] there is a barrier psychologically

to going into the room’. 

The accounts of participants illustrate the importance for an ICU dashboard to have the capacity to

be flexible and easily updated due to constantly changing protocols, information, and advice  (e.g.,

reminders  to  check  for  specific  parameters,  changes  in  protocols  regarding  closed  rooms  or

designated COVID pods). This could draw from national and hospital level advice or information

that is pushed out to staff via the dashboards pulling from various NHS information systems. This is

a key requirement to ensure the dashboard continues to be usable as we learn more about COVID-19

and to potentially adapt this device into a tool that can remain integrated into ICUs more generally.

These narratives highlight the ICU staff needs for an adaptable dashboard that can be updated with

constantly changing real-time data about patient parameters, with new and revised routine alerts for

new tests,  and with reminders for specific  trends to  look out for when dealing with COVID-19

patients.

3.1.2 A Mobile Dashboard

Interviewees 1252 [Anaesthetic Registrar], 1587 [ICU Consultant], 1704 [ICU Consultant], and 1839

[Matron] stated a preference for a dashboard that they would be able to use while walking around the

ICU to attend patients:

‘There is a lot of walking around by the nurse in charge, just to touch base with people for

support  and  things.  They  are  not  static,  so  it  would  have  to  be  a  mobile  solution,’

(Interviewee 1704) [ICU Consultant]. 

‘A lot of my clinical duties are mobile so to not have the technology follow me and having to

use fixed desktops is sometimes quite frustrating. As I say I am mobile, the whole of clinical

care is conducted in a very mobile fashion’ (Interviewee 1252) [Anaesthetic Registrar].
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Thus, the dashboard would potentially replace paper forms and allow for simple and efficient data

entry (both qualitative and quantitative), as staff move around while on shift. Interviewee 1704 [ICU

Consultant] discussed new issues that arose specifically from dealing with COVID-19, such as the

heavy reliance on paper forms in their hospital, given that computers are situated in high-risk areas,

which due to PPE use regulations makes access to computers difficult.  Hence having a dashboard

with remote access to various hospital systems and records, that can also be used in mobile devices

and taken by staff members outside of the pods,

‘The other thing that COVID-19 has bought in with it, is our clerical staff […] who input a

lot of data onto the computer, they’re not able to go into the area because they’re not fit

tested with the masks. We are taking pictures of the observation chart with the iPads and

uploading them to [redacted] [….] for them to then look at remotely, which is a bit of a

fudge. It’s not brilliant, but it’s better than nothing at the moment.’

By reducing  paper  forms  and to  collating  information  neatly  into  one  place,  this  would  ensure

information can be carried from patient to patient around the ward and would simplify a series of

traditionally  offline protocols,  task,  and data  management.  While  simple in  concept,  realistically

bringing together several diverse information systems and data across hospitals into a unified system

or database is a highly complex task and may be difficult to integrate fully into the workforce [41].

However,  examples  of  publicly  available,  deidentified  EHRs  do  exist,  such  as  the  Medical

Information Mart for Intensive Care (MIMIC) as part of the Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Centre

(BIDMC) [42]. 

3.1.3 Customizability and Usability

A key theme arising  from the  interviews was the user’s  needs  to  customise  the  dashboard  (see

Appendix 1). For example, Interviewee 1099 [ICU Consultant] expressed a need for customization to

support  the different  tasks  and roles of  the ICU staff,  since clinical  information such as patient

parameters is crucial to performing the Intensive Care Consultants’ tasks, whereas operational data

such as duration of patients in prone position would not necessarily be of interest to doctors yet

would  be  of  great  importance  for  nurses.  Similarly,  Interviewee  1252  [Anaesthetic  Registrar]

suggested the usefulness of  knowing the patients'  pending and past  procedures.  Hence,  the data

required for a dashboard to be useful is extensive, complex, and would draw from several hospital

information systems, (note: * denotes parameters that were also mentioned as important to view over
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time as trends and ^ denotes markers particularly important and of interest for COVID-19 patients),

including: C-reactive protein (inflammation marker)*^, D-dimers (blood clotting marker)*, Ferritin

(inflammation  marker)*^,  Lymphocyte  count  (inflammation)*^,  Platelet  count  (inflammation)*^,

Procalcitonin levels (inflammation)*^,  Pending tests  for specific HLH patients,  Blood pressure*,

White blood cell count*^, FiO2, Oxygen level*^, Oxygen supply level for personalised care, Peak

airway pressure for COVID, Tidal volume size, PEEP pressure^, PF ratio, Plateau pressure^, Type of

ventilation, Sequential Organ Failure Assessment (SOFA) Score, Glasgow Coma Score, Intracranial

pressure*, Ventricular Tachycardia (VT)^, Infusion rate of vasopressors*, Number and absorption of

nutrition calories, and COVID-19 status. Further, specific requests for alerts to be associated with

specific data were noted, for example, abnormal values across parameters, 7-10 days of static oxygen

(meaning  a  CTPA  scan  can  be  completed),  pending  tests  for  COVID-19  patients,  clinical

deterioration, pending procedures for patients. Finally, other information was requested that were

more operational by nature, including: bed layouts, number of patients on dialysis, nurse locations,

patient numbers across units, patient flow information (e.g., admission, discharge, changing of units),

and relevant patient handover information. 

Unsurprisingly, a lot of data and information was requested to appear in the dashboard, which may

be overwhelming and difficult to navigate or simply not of relevance or interest to certain roles in the

ICU. Interviewee 1099 [ICU Consultant] suggested that a fully individualised dashboard for each

staff member would be ideal as this allows for a tailored configuration for each of the roles within

the ICU. However, it is important to be cautious when implementing highly customizable systems,

since  this  customizability  may  induce  errors  when  overstressed  staff  are  required  to  make  fast

decisions.  Hence,  careful  consideration  is  needed  to  determine  what  degree  of  customization  is

advisable for this device at the user level. It is important to have functionality that allows additional

staff access on an  ad hoc basis. As Interviewee 1587 [ICU Consultant] stated, staff from different

areas of the hospital may need access to the dashboard, for example, COVID-19 patients often need

nutritional and dietary assistance, hence nutritionists may also need specific systems access for these

patients. 

Alternatively, Interviewee 1839 [Matron] suggested having a split view where parameters could be

presented  as  broader  categories  such  as  ‘Clinical  Parameters’ (e.g.,  ventilation,  tidal  volumes,

dialysis, etc.), or ‘Safety Parameters’ (e.g., delirium, infection, prone position turns, etc.), so these

measures could be useful for various healthcare staff functions and responsibilities. However, this
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could also be problematic if functionality allows for toggling role-specific parameters, the lack of

prima facie data may cause staff to miss trends in parameters not shown on the screen. 

Several  participants  noted  the  importance  of  integrated  systems (see  Appendix  1),  for  example,

Interviewee 1099 [ICU Consultant]  stated their  current  systems means they ‘have to  open up 5

different screens to get the data [they] need and that is pretty labour intensive,’ or that they are ‘often

chopping and changing through different programs…’, which demonstrates the importance of having

an intuitive interface that consolidates relevant data on demand. Similarly, in terms of usability, it is

problematic if  a system requires additional  ‘administration’ for staff  to find out information and

results on pending tests. This can be illustrated with the following account from Interviewee 1099

[ICU Consultant] about the [redacted] system: 

‘When you have somebody who comes in with a chest infection, 15 tests are ordered: five

aren’t back, five were never sent, and five are back, but you would never know that by looking

at [a system]. You would only know that by looking at this separate program,’

It is therefore crucial for the dashboard to be well-integrated with other hospital systems to avoid

data  and  work  duplication.  It  is  thus  paramount  to  ensure  that  a  new dashboard  does  not  add

complexity but reduces workload to access data by extracting it  from the existing systems. It  is

essential  for  staff  to  be  able  to  customize  their  view to  quickly  sift  through  large  amounts  of

information,  understand  patient  needs,  and  next  steps.  This  as  a  requirement  is  achievable  and

realistic, as it is common for information systems to have user profiles with individual logins [43].

Further, having default user profiles based on roles and grades within the workforce is a reasonable

requirement to implement,  where individuals can request additional accesses ad hoc.  However, the

level of customizability offered alongside user profiles would require additional testing and research

(e.g., changing color schemes, data access changes). 

3.1.4 Dashboard Layout and Trends of Incoming Data 

3.1.4.1 Patient Overview

In general, there was a tendency for all participants to comment on how data should be processed and

presented on the dashboard. Interviewee 1839’s [Matron] stated a preference for the ability to view

the whole ward (which could also track bed and patient expansion). If this were to match the physical

layout of the beds, this would be useful to find patients quickly, and to effectively plan patient’s

acuity (level of nursing care)  quickly. This is especially important should the unit become busy or
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indeed require  a  quick  and large-scale  expansion  in  patient  numbers,  as  envisaged  at  the  UK’s

‘Nightingale’ hospitals. In addition to the ward view, Interviewees 1099 [ICU Consultant],  1704

[ICU  Consultant],  1839  [Matron],  1252  [Anaesthetic  Registrar]  suggested  the  inclusion  of  a

summarised ‘Condition at a Glance’ view, which would allow for those starting their shift to quickly

get up to date. This was echoed by Interviewees 1704 [ICU Consultant] and 1839 [Matron] where

they suggested a display of ‘overarching’ parameters of all patients on the ward (Interviewee 1839)

[Matron]. 

Interviewee  1587 [ICU Consultant]  reported  a  similar  requirement  that  would  display  the  most

critical  parameters  (e.g.,  SOFA scores,  tidal  volume),  which  would  allow  the  Intensive  Care

Consultants to see the trend of a patient’s  current condition. Interviewee 1587 [ICU Consultant]

argued that calculating SOFA scores is an arduous task for Junior Doctors,  hence,  making these

calculations available and easy to interpret in a dashboard, will save ICU staff time and cognitive

energy [44]. 

Of  course,  there  is  more  to  ICU patients’ healthcare  than  a  first  glance  interpretation  of  these

parameters. Interviewee 1839 [Matron] stated the complexity of patient monitoring, when patients

might  appear  fine  in  terms  of  typical  baseline  metrics,  but  in  reality,  their  actual  state  is

misrepresented  by  data:  ‘[a]  patient  could  be  fine,  but  they’re  on  a  lot  of  inotropes  (e.g.,

noradrenaline) or ventilation,  and it  looks OK, but they are on 100% oxygen and/or quadruple

noradrenaline’. The intuitive assessment required in such cases could only be achieved through an

appropriate  identification  of  the  daily  and  hourly  trends  by  the  ICU  staff,  of  the  patients’

inflammatory markers  and oxygen levels,  according to  Interviewees 1704 [ICU Consultant]  and

1587 [ICU Consultant].  Thus,  the  availability  of  these  data  on a  dashboard  will  be  particularly

important for healthcare staff to decide on COVID-19 patients’ clinical care and to devise provisions

for  their  safety  (Interviewees  1099  [ICU  Consultant]  and  1704  [ICU  Consultant]).  Further,

Interviewee 1587 [ICU Consultant], discussed the significance of data trends, especially regarding

COVID-19 patients, such as decisions about when patients can be weaned off ventilation, as well as

monitoring the prone position ventilation timings. Additionally, a dashboard could track specific sets

of data, which may offer statistical insights (Interviewee 1252 [Anaesthetic Registrar]) into how to

better treat future patients for particular diseases or conditions, as these data will be able to provide

baselines and expectations, particularly for new diseases such as COVID-19. 
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3.1.4.2 Data Visualization, Warnings, and Alerts

There were differences amongst ICU staff as to how they wanted data to be presented in this type of

tool (see Appendix 1). A suitable example of this would be the informants' preferences for graphical

displays that would help to address two important issues pointed out by Interviewee 1587 [ICU

Consultant]:

“I think if you click on it, you can see a graph, but to be honest we don’t regularly do that.

Ninety percent of the time it’s just numbers completed on a sheet…We literally have a piece of

paper that Junior doctors fill in in the morning or if they haven’t, we go on [redacted] and

click on the CRP trend on there and see what’s happening. You can get a graph of it, but it’s

not ideal.”

Hence, it is importance to enable users to have a degree of autonomy to customize the   dashboard

for individual patients (Interviewee 1099 [ICU Consultant]), and to transform data and information

into a format that best suits their learning needs and information processing style. Alongside ways to

visualise data, it is critical to have suitable real-time deterioration alerts both for clinical and safety

parameters, which may include visibly highlighted alerts on abnormal values, as well real-time alerts

on staff deviations from practice (Interviewees 1099 [ICU Consultant] and 1704 [ICU Consultant]).

However,  when  it  comes  to  the  display  of  these  warnings,  Interviewee  1099  [ICU Consultant]

discussed what would be the most suitable parameters for COVID-19 patients (e.g., PF ratio and

driving pressure),  to help clinicians decide when to start  weaning the ventilators,  as well  as the

adequate time parameters for the graphic view. This interviewee stated the importance of including

suitable ‘cut-offs’ in terms of data presentation, because to plan COVID-19 patient care, Intensive

Care consultants must consider both the presence of abnormal values, as well as how these values

behave over time (trends). In addition, Interviewee 1839 [Matron] noted determining thresholds for

colours and notifications is not a trivial  matter,  especially if  they need to be tailored to specific

medical conditions or personalised to each individual patient. Therefore, a dashboard that presents

data in a way that the user could see a longer patient history may be extremely helpful. This could be

facilitated  by  allowing  the  graphs  to  scroll  horizontally  to  show  earlier  data  and  see  longer

longitudinal trends since the patient’s admission.

 It is important to be aware that notifications or alarms are extremely common in ICUs due to the

variety of abnormal values of health parameters in critically ill patients, that when designing a new

dashboard, a reasonable balance is needed to avoid ‘alarm fatigue’, and to prevent staff from missing
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patient deterioration markers, which can lead to detrimental outcomes [45–48].

‘The dashboard would give me the triggers to go sniffing around into the detail of the data

[…],  I  would  just  highlight  the  noradrenaline  box  and the  base  excess  [and hide  other

parameters and] look at those two things. What’s the trend? […] I think the personalisation

of being able to manipulate it on one screen…’ (Interviewee 1099) [ICU Consultant]. 

‘trends are brilliant. […] it doesn’t really matter what the noradrenaline is, if it has doubled

in the last hour, it’s not a good thing. [...] Actually, it’s the step change that is the important

thing. For me, I was straight drawn into the colour change and the arrows, then just lost

sight of the numbers a bit. That is probably a good thing because I would then go looking

into that patient detail on the system to see why their noradrenaline is going up and doubled.

So that was quite a good trigger.’ (Interviewee 1099) [ICU Consultant].

Here, the requirement relates to the layout of the dashboard and how data are presented (with some

in real-time). This called for flexibility in terms of how data can be graphically displayed to suit the

staff member using the device, which may also help with the number of alarms and notifications in

the ICU. This requirement is relatively simple to implement within a dashboard system, where users

will be able to shift between graphic and tabular displays of information or seeing longer-term trends

of a patient, for example. However, when attempting to visualize data and highlight when parameters

are shifting negatively for the patient is inherently more complex, where there is a need to test and

examine what thresholds should be is crucial to reduce alarm fatigue among additional stress for

staff. This would include investigations regarding individualistic measures versus overall baseline

‘cut-offs’. 

3.1.5 Task and Staff Management 

3.1.5.1 Patient Handovers

A key  theme  regarding  staff  and  task  management  were  patient  handovers  (see  Appendix  1).

Handovers (both regarding staff shifts and turnover of their allocated patients), are complex two-way

processes between a variety of staff signing out and updating those coming in to take over, where the

accuracy and effectiveness of this information exchange ‘will facilitate consistency and continuity of

care’  [49].  This  is  particularly  important  for  critical  care  patients,  where  omission  of  pivotal

information during the handovers could influence future treatment and subsequently cause failures in

patient management [49]. Since the use of a dashboard could rapidly help to capture and track wider

information regarding patient status and care requirements, it is evident that the implementation of
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this tool in the ICU environment could facilitate more structured and effective patient handovers. For

example, Interviewee 1839 [Matron] stated:

‘We know that handover time and transfer of care is a pinch point where if there is going to

be  an  issue  or  problem  occurring,  we  often  track  it  back  to  that  point  in  time.  Where

something has been missed, not handed over or at that point they may look at something and

go “that’s not what I remember it being”. That’s the trigger to go back systematically through

all their different bits. Or a doctor has come along and changed the rate of a pump and not

told somebody. We know that is a really pivotal time so some kind of overarching view of the

main clinical elements of a patient care would be helpful. That would give them a visual aid

to that and anything that would help a hand over of care, would absolutely be welcome.’

Similarly, Interviewees 1099 [ICU Consultant] and 1839 [Matron] coincide in stating the importance

of  allowing time for  scrutiny  of  new inputs  of  their  colleagues,  and data  updates  from various

patients that have been handed over. However, as Interviewee 1099 [ICU Consultant] points out,

outlining changes in patient parameters during quick handovers, is done with great difficulty whilst

having to navigate multiple hospital systems to gather the information required:

‘I had a handover from my colleague - but I want to process it in my own mind and want to

see what’s changed over the last 12 hours, since they handed over, [currently] I have to open

up 5 different screens to get the data I need and that is pretty labour intensive,’ (Interviewee

1099) [ICU Consultant]. 

3.1.5.2 Data Entry 

Due to the important consequences at stake, extreme care and monitoring is exercised in the ICU

environment to ensure accurate data input in their systems. 

“If you are feeling responsible for the patient, which you are as a consultant, you need to

double check that [data, patient notes]. The only way to do that is to physically look at those

[systems] and paper notes yourself,” (Interviewee 1099) [ICU Consultant].

On the  other  hand,  when  planning  patient  care  targets,  ICU staff  in  managerial  positions  must

carefully balance patient-management workloads of staff with their data input tasks. This links in

with comments from Interviewee 1099 [ICU Consultant], when expressing concern about overtired

staff with data entry responsibilities, such as recording general observations about patient progress

and invasive procedures, amongst others:  
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‘[staff]  will  be  absolutely  knackered at  three  in  the  morning  and just  put  [in]  the  bare

minimum. They’ll  go,  “patient  had an operation,  and this  is  what happened” and forget

about other stuff,’. 

On these grounds, participants considered having a tool that can assist staff in the transcription and

modification  of  patient  data  with  a  minimum error  rate  to  be  important.  Arguably,  errors  may

continue to happen in the presence of a digital interactive dashboard, however, research has shown

that using digital systems to collect and log data (rather than pen-and-paper) reduces errors in data

recording and data entry [50,51]. The use of a dashboard helps to provide a faster way to populate

handover or debrief notes. Furthermore, Interviewee 1252 [Anaesthetic Registrar] noted the lack of

any formal system at present to document any medical advice provided to patients over the phone.

This could be a simple note about the patient that can be added into the dashboard to ensure an

overview of all advice and information previously provided to the patient. 

3.1.5.3 Task Management

A major issue reported by the participants, was a lack of warnings in their current systems about

forthcoming completion times of pending tasks and targets, which could be in-built into a dashboard.

Interviewee  1099 [ICU Consultant]  stated  that  a  careful  balance  must  be  struck  with  off-target

warnings to avoid undermining staff confidence:

“The warnings that are built into the target need to be in advance, there is no point telling

people at midnight you’ve not met your fluid balance target because it will just demoralize

people.”

Consequently, it is unsurprising that one of the participants' most frequently mentioned dashboard

requirements, was to have warning notifications ahead of completion times (see Appendices), which

would certainly work as a task management system that will  ensure a timely completion of the

multiple pending tasks and daily targets of medical and nursing ICU staff. For example, ventilation

weaning, daily prone and supine ventilation sessions for COVID-19 patients, and other safety tasks

of nursing staff; invasive procedures such as tracheostomies; monitoring pending microbiology and

specific tests for COVID-19 patients, changing of drugs, speaking to relatives (Interviewees 1099

[ICU Consultant], 1159 [Sister], 1252 [Anaesthetic Registrar], 1587 [ICU Consultant], 1704 [ICU

Consultant]),  amongst many other responsibilities. Interviewee 1099 [ICU Consultant] stated that

this type of task management system would give managerial staff peace of mind by knowing that
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‘loops  are  closed,’ especially  when the  ICU becomes  extremely  busy  and  ‘people  forget  about

minutiae’. Furthermore, in a context of ever-changing guidance and information, Interviewees 1159

[Sister] and 1587 [ICU Consultant] also agreed that it would be extremely useful to have daily task

check lists (e.g.,  safety checks), as a suitable a requirement of the dashboard, which should also

include enabling inputs of data as needed.  Interviewee 1587 [ICU Consultant] also pointed out how

having a  dashboard to  prompt staff  members  to  finish tasks  would  be  important  to  address  the

absence of warnings on pending targets in their current system, especially with new diseases such as

COVID-19, when more tests  than usual  are frequently needed. For example,  Interviewee 1099’s

account illustrate how ICU staff struggle to juggle their immediate tasks with their daily patient care

targets for both COVID-19 and non-COVID-19 patients:

‘There will be a patient that will be on multi-organ support, have to go for a scan, have to go

to theatre, come back. Then the nurses will try to make sure the patients are fed, […], all

sorts  of  complex care issues  [are] going on.  That  [e.g.,  fluid] target  then drifts  into the

background. There’s no prompt to say, “your fluid balance is nowhere near target and you

have four hours to go. What are we going to do to solve this problem?”.’

To obtain a general picture of the ICU patient care flow, interviewees discussed the advantages of

having an overall view of staff numbers and their corresponding workload, alongside data about

patient admissions and patient flow (e.g., patient discharge and transfers either for tests or to other

wards), as pointed out by Interviewees 1159 [Sister], 1839 [Matron], 1704 [ICU Consultant], and

1252 [Anaesthetic Registrar].  For example,  the following testimony of Interviewee 1159, clearly

portrays the managerial ICU staff need of a well-updated and integrated system showing workload

allocation:  

‘We need a way of knowing which nurse is in each bed space so if there is an issue, we can

speak to that nurse looking after that patient. If it was two shifts down the line, there was

something we needed to get hold of somebody about,’.   

At  the  same  time,  from  Interviewee  1704’s  [ICU  Consultant]  account  it  can  be  inferred  that

managerial  staff  are  simultaneously  responsible  for  overseeing  the  staffing  of  the  unit,  whilst

monitoring the changing conditions of all  patients.  Hence,  the requirement  for a  new system to

collect these two categories of data was mentioned as follows: 

‘They collect this data on a piece of paper as well and it’s in pencil so they can rub stuff out

and change it. I have been trying for years to get iPads for them to use, we need some kind of
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software for that. That data would be really important to analyse: the patterns of activities

during the day, to optimise our staffing models or things like that,’. 

This statement highlights that the implementation of a dashboard for ICU use could provide a much-

needed opportunity to shift from pen-and-paper to a digital system of data collection and monitoring,

alongside a new strand of data analysis that could help optimize staff time and workload. Interviewee

1252 [Anaesthetic Registrar] provided additional corroboration of a dashboard’s value to mobile staff

such as Registrars by having an effective oversight of all patients pending transfers to other wards

and for tests (e.g., for a CT scan or other tests). This relates to Interviewee 1704’s [ICU Consultant]

statement about the need to better optimize staffing models and the daily distribution of tasks by

accurately monitoring staff workload and whereabouts as follows: Tracking staff timings for patient

care for  each  allocated  patient,  as  well  as  producing continuous insight  into the  location of  the

healthcare staff throughout the different ICU wards during their shifts (Interviewees 1159 [Sister]

and  1252  [Anaesthetic  Registrar]).  According  to  Interviewee  1252  [Anaesthetic  Registrar],  this

twofold  patient-staff  tracking  system,  would  be  very  useful  for  staff  who  are  constantly  busy

(Registrars and Running Nurses). With this new system, they can efficiently share out their work in

relation to their location, the patient transfer destinations, and the numbers of daily transfers. 

This  final  requirement,  which  touches  all  prior  requirements  for  the  dashboard,  is  ensuring  the

dashboard  is  seamlessly  integrated  with  other  hospital  systems.  In  this  way,  staff  can  access

additional, external data (e.g.,  authorized views of blood test  results from other hospital  systems

[redacted]).  This  would  help  to  tackle  the  issue  described  by  Interviewee  1252  [Anaesthetic

Registrar],  when  characterizing  the  process  of  patient  admissions  from other  hospitals  as  ‘data

heavy’ with a lot of ‘transcribing of various different sources onto the intensive care unit systems,’,

where data are currently not being pulled neatly into one system. As stated previously, this is a highly

complex task that would be difficult to integrate as current systems are siloed across hospitals [42]. 

3.2 Concerns about Dashboard Use

As shown in Appendix 2, there were two main operational concerns amongst ICU staff regarding the

use  of  dashboards.  The  first  one,  raised  by  Interviewee  1587  [ICU  Consultant],  related  to  the

potential increase of infection via use of mobile technology and equipment. On the assumption that

these dashboards will be used in mobile devices such as iPads, Interviewee 1587 [ICU Consultant]

questioned whether these devices should be allowed into the infection-controlled areas of the ICU,
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specifically  at  the  bedside  of  COVID-19 patients.  As possible  solutions  Interviewee 1587 [ICU

Consultant] mentioned the use of disinfecting wipes for mobile devices, but mostly adopting clinical

protocols that avoid the need for using a device at the bedside. 

‘We don’t take the iPads in to see patients. In terms of risks, they are potential fomites, a sort

of vector for transmission of infection. We wouldn’t take them into bed spaces. Much like

cleaning our phones,  we are good at cleaning with special Clinell  wipes.  Yes,  there is  a

potential risk… We stand outside where it is lower risk. We cluster round as a ward round to

write up our notes and decide the plan. Only one of us will go in to examine the patient.

Everyone else will wait outside,’ (Interviewee 1587 current practices). 

The second operational concern regarding dashboard use related to the differing levels of technology

literacy amongst ICU staff. For example, Interviewee 1099 [ICU Consultant] stated that unless there

already is a culture around the use of dashboards and technology, encouraging staff to actually use

and  engage  with  this  type  of  tool  might  be  difficult  [27].  This  is  an  interesting  comment  as

Interviewee 1099 is based at the more technology-enhanced ICU that use dashboards among other

devices  regularly,  where  such  tools  are  integrated.  Hence,  these  concerns  additionally  relate  to

managing expectations in staff (Interviewee 1587 [ICU Consultant]) of what the dashboard will do,

how it should be used, and protocols regarding these devices, as it is important not to oversell new

technology’s potential impact for the ICU.

Finally, there was some ambivalence from staff members about the dashboard design, as illustrated

by  the  concerns  raised  by  Interviewee  1099  [ICU  Consultant],  who  is  based  at  an  already

technology-enhanced  ICU,  in  relation  to  what  should  be  the  ‘acceptable’  parameters  for  the

notification and warning timings, with regards to both the COVID-19 patients and the staff targets.

Interviewee 1099 [ICU Consultant] also raised concerns regarding notifications or alerts coming in at

inappropriate  times,  since  this  could  cause  the  adverse  effect  of  ‘demoralizing  people’.  This

participant further mentioned a concern for having a tool with which staff could compare their unit

target achievements with other units. This could increase ICU staff stress, and might lead to suffering

from burnout or cognitive overload: ‘wow, mine’s [targets or parameters] all red, things aren’t going

very well,’—which could have ramifications for both patients and staff, due to the well-documented

fact that the ICUs are incredibly stressful environments  [5,6,52]. These are important concerns to

address  early  and  to  ensure  staff  are  all  fully  informed  regarding  the  system  itself  and  the

transparency regarding how the digital  logs  that  it  will  produce may be used outside of  patient
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monitoring (e.g., can these be used to assess staff performance in the workplace?). Hence, when

implementing new systems, the engagement of end-users is key to ensure expectations are set and

staff can feel supported by these new systems. 

3.3 Limitations

We acknowledge that the sample size is  small  due to the workload on ICU staff  caused by the

COVID-19 pandemic,  which  was  the  underlying  motivation  for  this  research.  However,  we did

capture requirements, perspectives, and experiences from a wide range of clinical roles within the

ICU environment across two somewhat different hospitals, particularly from those heavily involved

in the healthcare of COVID-19 patients during the pandemic. There are a number of ways we could

have elicited the requirements for the dashboard, from questionnaires, joint application development,

story  boarding,  and  protocol  analysis  [31,32].  However,  with  the  time  pressure  to  develop  a

dashboard that  was working and usable,  alongside the time pressures ICU staff  were under,  we

wanted to continue with the most straightforward and least cognitively heavy method of elicitation

for the ICU staff. 

Further, we are aware that our dashboard will require extensive testing in the ICUs with end-users,

such as our interviewees, to refine the design and functionality of the dashboard. This would include

examining how we would tailor the dashboard for different roles (e.g., having a home page with

various information for each role, such as nursing staff versus a consultant or a nutritionist). This will

be an iterative process, where we acknowledge that not all needs will necessarily be met, however,

our aim is to ensure the device is usable and enhances staff. 

We are  also  aware  that  our  sample  comes  exclusively  from the  region  of  [removed  from peer

review], which may not be representative for ICUs across the rest of the UK or indeed outside of the

UK. However COVID-19 has impacted healthcare provision in many regions and many countries

worldwide and many of the staff, patient, and task management requirements, the ability to track and

monitor  trends,  and the  dashboard  customization  for  individual  staff  members,  are  likely  to  be

common requirements both across UK and around the world [53]. 

4 Conclusions

In response to the critical situation of two local ICUs, we conducted a series of interviews to elicit

requirements  for  a  bespoke  dashboard  to  help  ICU  staff  save  time  and  work  more  efficiently,
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particularly during the COVID-19 pandemic. We found that despite having limited access to end-

users, our remote requirements interviews for developing a dashboard for COVID-19 ICUs has been

successful.  This  unusually fast  process  of  planning,  interviewing,  development,  and prototyping,

while in extreme and distressing circumstances, did overall requirements and a usable dashboard

currently being tested and evaluated across two hospitals. 

The first requirement was the need for a flexible dashboard, primarily to help ICU staff respond to

rapidly  changing  guidance  for  the  management  of  this  new  diseases.  The  second  requirement

emphasized the need for a mobile dashboard, which allows staff to walk around wards with real-time

data and information with the patients. The third requirement was for a customizable dashboard,

given the great diversity of roles and tasks conducted by ICU staff, this also included the ability to

track  and  visualize  real-time  data  and  daily/hourly  trends  on  patient  parameters.  The  fifth

requirement was for pending tasks and targets for staff management. All requirements highlight a

need for the integration of different hospital systems within the dashboard, which is a longstanding

challenge in medicine  [41]. Alongside the requirements, participants raised concerns regarding the

infection-risk safety issue of bringing devices into the ICU and of the timing of warnings and alerts.

The  study  findings  confirmed  our  interest  in  producing  a  digital  solution  for  ICU  use  would

potentially reduce the cognitive load of ICU staff and reduce clinical errors at a time of notably high

demand of intensive, critical healthcare [17]. As summarised by Interviewee 1099 [ICU Consultant],

the beneficial implications of having this dashboard would hopefully be that ‘not only will it make

the system more efficient’ but it will give them the possibility of ‘looking after more patients more

safely’.
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Appendices

Appendix 1: Code tree classification of dashboard information preferences (96 codes).

IT preferences Patient management preferences
(Clinical)

Patient management preferences
(Operational)

 Alerts  on  clinical
deterioration and  abnormal
values (visibly highlighted)

 Alerts on pending targets
 App format
 Customised dashboard
 Data input

 Alert  abnormal  values
(visibly highlighted)

 Alert after 7-10 days of static
oxygen so CTPA scan can be
performed.

 Alert  pending  tasks  on

 Alerts  for  pending  daily
prone  and  supine
ventilation  sessions  for
COVID-19patients.

 Alerts  on  deviation  from
practice
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 For iPad use
 Graphics data view
 Instant  access  to  patient

summary
 Inter  ICU  staff

communications.
 Interoperability
 Large screen (ward view)
 Mobile solution
 Multifunctionality
 Overview of bed layout
 Overview of nurse location

and their allocated patient
 Real-time data
 Relevant  handover  info

taken from CIS.
 Retrievable data
 Simple  and  complete

display of patient data
 Simultaneous data display
 Trends view
 Trends view in figures, not

charts.
 Up to date software
 Use previous  obvs  data  to

predict  potential  COVID-
19 patient numbers that will
require intensive care

collaborative  PAN  Bristol
check  list  in  response  to
COVID-19with  visual
prompts.

 Alert  pending  tests  specific
for  COVID-19patients  with
visual prompts.

 Alerts  on  clinical
deterioration in real-time for
patients from all units

 Alerts on pending procedures
 Blood pressure level
 C-reactive  protein

(inflammation marker)
 Customised  dashboard  with

instant  access  to  patient
summary  and  indicators  of
patient clinical condition

 Daily record of  number and
absorption  of  nutrition
calories

 D-dimers  (blood  clotting
marker)

 Ferritin  (inflammation
marker)

 Glasgow coma score
 Inflammatory  markers  for

COVID-19patients
 Infusion  rates  of

vasopressors
 Intracranial pressure
 Lymphocyte  count

(inflammation marker)
 Overview  of  COVID-19

status
 Overview  of  FIO2  for

COVID-19patients
 Overview of key parameters

for handover
 Overview  of  PEEP  for

COVID-19patients
 Overview of VT for COVID-

19patients
 Oxygen level
 Oxygen  supply  level  for

personalised care
 Patient Safety Parameters
 Peak airway pressure
 Peak  airway  pressure  for

COVID-19patients
 PEEP pressure
 Pending  tests  specific  for

HLH patients
 Personalised  parameters  and

graphs for each ICU patient
 PF ratio
 Plateau pressure
 Plateau pressure for COVID-

19patients
 Platelet  count  (inflammation

marker)
 Procalcitonin  levels

(inflammation marker)
 PSI  count  (inflammation

marker)
 Record of FIO2

 Alerts  on  pending  safety
tasks of nursing staff

 Duration  of  prone
ventilation  sessions  for
COVID-19patients

 Number  of  prone
ventilation  sessions  for
COVID-19patients

 Overview (general) of ward
patients' condition

 Overview of bed layout
 Overview  of  number  of

dialysed patients
 Overview of nurse location

and their allocated patient
 Overview of  patient  acuity

and dependency
 Overview  of  patient  care

issues in other units
 Overview  of  patient

numbers,  dependency,  and
their allocated nursing staff
by the hour

 Patient  Flow  info
(admission,  discharge  &
referral)

 Patient Safety Parameters
 Simultaneous  display  of

clinical  and  safety
parameters

 Simultaneous  display  of
patient  location,  clinical
and safety parameters
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 Relevant handover info taken
from CIS.

 Simultaneous  display  of
clinical  and  safety
parameters

 Simultaneous  display  of
patient location,  clinical and
safety parameters

 SOFA score
 Tidal volume size
 Trends in ventilation
 Trends of blood markers for

COVID-19patients
 Trends  of  blood  pressure

level
 Trends  of  daily  blood

markers
 Trends of fluid balance
 Trends of hourly intracranial

pressure
 Trends  of  hourly  oxygen

consumption
 Trends  of  hourly  oxygen

level
 Trends  of  inflammatory

markers  for  COVID-
19patients

 Trends of oxygen levels
 Trends  of  vasopressor

requirements
 Trends  oxygen  levels  for

COVID-19patients
 Type of ventilation
 White  cell  blood  count

(inflammation marker)

Appendix 2: Code tree classification of concerns about dashboard use (24 codes)

Concerns on dashboard design Operational concerns 

 Dashboard on large screens are quite hardware
dependent.

 Difficulty  to  establish  criteria  for  patient
discharge.

 Difficulty to establish time thresholds of trends.
 Difficulty to establish trigger parameters.
 Difficulty  to  obtain data  for  dashboard from a

paper-based system.
 Difficulty to personalise parameters and graphs

for each ICU patient.
 Oversimplified patient info
 Duplication of info
 Separate  dashboard  display  per  unit  impedes

overview of situation in other units.

 Information overload
 No common working  area  available  to  display

large screen for the 4 ICU units.
 Overcomplicating ICU work
 Potential failure of warnings for pending targets
 Use of dashboard on iPads is optional so not all

staff will get immediate info.
 Use of dashboard on iPads is time consuming.
 Use of dashboard on mobile phones is optional so

not all staff will get immediate info.
 Use  of  dashboard  on  mobile  phones  is  time

consuming.
 Different IT expertise levels amongst ICU staff
 Exhausted Junior Doctors do not register detailed

patient info.
 Free text notes for nurses handover might delay

handover.
 Risk of infection by using iPads in non-COVID-

19areas.
 Staff are unlikely to notice data on small screens.
 Staff  expectations  on  revolutionary  changes  to

digital system are too high.
 Time constrains (to update data records)
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